A generalized semiparametric mixed model for analysis of multivariate health care utilization data.
Health care utilization is an outcome of interest in health services research. Two frequently studied forms of utilization are counts of emergency department (ED) visits and hospital admissions. These counts collectively convey a sense of disease exacerbation and cost escalation. Different types of event counts from the same patient form a vector of correlated outcomes. Traditional analysis typically model such outcomes one at a time, ignoring the natural correlations between different events, and thus failing to provide a full picture of patient care utilization. In this research, we propose a multivariate semiparametric modeling framework for the analysis of multiple health care events following the exponential family of distributions in a longitudinal setting. Bivariate nonparametric functions are incorporated to assess the concurrent nonlinear influences of independent variables as well as their interaction effects on the outcomes. The smooth functions are estimated using the thin plate regression splines. A maximum penalized likelihood method is used for parameter estimation. The performance of the proposed method was evaluated through simulation studies. To illustrate the method, we analyzed data from a clinical trial in which ED visits and hospital admissions were considered as bivariate outcomes.